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A technique is described for resolving degeneracy in the simplex method for linear 
programming. It is shown that this technique enables a guarantee of termination to be 
given, not only for exact arithmetic but also for inexact arithmetic when roundoff 
errors are present. The method is recursive, and each level of recursion is obtained by 
localizing and dualizing the problem at a lower level. The existence of a cost function 
at any level is exploited to provide the guarantee. A number of interesting theoretical 
properties of the method are given. Data structures are described which enable the 
method to be implemented with very little overhead beyond what is normally 
required for the simplex method. There is no difficulty in using any of the currently 
popular techniques for representing and updating matrix factors. The technique is 
extended to handle degeneracy in 1, linear programming problems, including linear 1, 
approximation, and it is shown that all the above properties can be preserved. Some 
comparative numerical experiments are described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many methods have been suggested for the resolution of the degeneracy 
problem in the simplex method for linear programming. These include the 
ideas of c-perturbations (Chames, 1952), lexicographic ordering (Dantzig, 
Orden, and Wolfe, 1955; Wolfe, 1963), the primal-dual algorithms of Balinski 
and Gomory (1963) and Graves (1965), the least index rule of Bland (1977), 
and many others. These rules all guarantee that the simplex method terminates 
in a finite number of steps if the arithmetic is exact (i.e. when using rational 
numbers). However, practical implementations of the simplex method inevi- 
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tably use floating point arithmetic, and these codes usually include ad hoc 
rules for controlling the effects of roundoff error. Whilst these can be quite 
effective in practice (e.g. Harris, 1973), to my knowledge they do not provide 
any certainty that the method will solve the problem. In particular the user is 
left in doubt as to whether or not a run will terminate (barring by the 
unsatisfactory expedient of setting a time limit), particularly on large scale 
problems. In this paper a possible solution to the difficulty is suggested and a 
method is described when can be guaranteed to terminate even when the 
arithmetic is inexact. 
The method is initially developed in Section 2 in the context of a very 
simple linear programming (LP) format. It relies on a technique for succes- 
sively removing infeasibilities in an LP tableau. If a degeneracy block arises, 
then the dual of a certain localized problem is taken. Removing infeasibilities 
in this dual problem then provides a way of resolving degeneracy in the 
primal. If the dual problem is degenerate, a further localization/dualization 
takes place, so in general a recursive method is derived. The method is very 
similar to that of Balinski and Gomory (1963), although the derivation given 
here is entirely different, which makes it difficult to asess the precise degree 
of correspondence. The particular feature that makes this method suitable for 
roundoff error control is that there is a cost function directly available at any 
level of recursion. The guarantee of termination arises because the actual 
changes in these cost functions can be monitored. Small changes which are 
negligible to any given measure of precision are taken to be an indication of 
degeneracy at that level of recursion, which is handled accordingly. When 
this degeneracy has been resolved, then it is guaranteed that the cost function 
can be improved or optima&y recognized. Hence every iteration at any level 
always guarantees to make progress. 
It is of particular importance to show that this recursive method can be 
implemented effectively in a language such as FORTRAN. A key feature is that 
the problems at all levels of recursion refer to the same matrix tableau, and 
only a single index must be stacked when recursion occurs. A data structure 
is suggested which makes the method easy to code and enables modem 
techniques for simplex updates to be used without the need for explicit 
reference to the entire LP tableau. In the case of exact arithmetic, a bound on 
the maximum level of recursion is given and an example is presented in 
which this bound is attained. A general expression is given for the problem 
being solved at any level of recursion. Proofs of termination in both exact and 
inexact arithmetic are presented. In the exact case the method is guaranteed 
to find a solution, or recognize infeasibility or unboundedness. In the inexact 
case the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate with an indication that one of 
these situations holds. Of course the calculated solution that is given by the 
method may differ from the true solution, depending on the extent to which 
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roundoff error has accumulated, and the paper does not have anything to say 
in this respect. 
The simple LP format of Section 2 serves to introduce the ideas involved, 
but lacks flexibility for general use. The need to write an equation as two 
opposing inequalities is particularly unsatisfactory. Also, practical experience 
suggests that it is more efficient to resolve infeasibility by minimizing an 1, 
sum of constraint violations than by restoring feasibility to individual violated 
constraints in turn. In addition it can be argued that a more efficient 
alternative to the usual Phase l-Phase 2 approach to LP is to solve a single 
problem in which suitably weighted 1, terms are added into the cost function 
(e.g. Conn, 1976). Such a problem is referred to as an Z,LP problem and is 
considered in Section 3. A convenient general formulation is given which 
allows various types of I, term to be handled. Also the opportunity is taken to 
include general upper and lower bounds in the formulation. A primal-dual 
method of simplex type for solving the Z,LP problem is suggested, having the 
property in common with the method of Barrodale and Roberts (1973) for 
best 1, approximation that it can pass through a vertex without necessarily 
carrying out a pivot interchange. By using the ideas of localization and 
dualization introduced in Section 2, a recursive method which handles 
degeneracy is derived. Higher levels in this scheme are similar to those in the 
LP, scheme but with the presence of signs which depend on whether a lower 
or an upper bound is active in the primal. Termination properties for both 
exact and inexact arithmetic are retained by this algorithm. 
The concluding section presents numerical experiments on a range of 
smallish test problems which pose potential difficulties for a simplex-like 
method. The new method for Z,LP is seen to be reliable, and is comparable in 
efficiency with other current methods. 
2. LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
The technique for handling degeneracy is described first of all in terms of 
a simple linear programming problem 
maximize c% , XER”, 
subject to ATx 2 b, (2.1) 
where A is n X m. An active set type of method is used (e.g. Fletcher, 1981) 
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although this is developed in terms of a tableau representation in the 
following way. Define the vector of residuals for the constraints in (2.1) as 
,+ = ATx - b . 
[ 1 x (2.2) 
At any vertex there are n active constraints (basic residuals) and m inactive 
constraints (nonbasic residuals). This partitions the constraints into two sets 
denoted by subscripts B and N respectively. Introducing a permutation 
matrix P, (2.2) can be expressed as 
(2.3) 
where 
ps p= p [I > AT,=PB AT , N [ 1 Z b,=P, ; , [ 1 
and similarly for AL and b,. The current value of the basic residuals (being 
active constraints) is +s = 0, so (2.3) defines the current vertex to be 
f = AiTb,. (2.4 
The active constraints are used to eliminate x from the problem, using 
x = AiT( b, + rB) = x^ +AiTrg (2.5) 
from (2.3), and the LP is expressed in terms of the variables rn, which might 
be regarded as “local variables.” Thus the remaining nonbasic residuals 
(inactive constraints) can be written from (2.3) and (2.5) as 
=;N++rrg, (2.6) 
say, where 
tN = A;(& bN) (2.7) 
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denotes the current value of the nonbasic residuals. and 
.d = AilAN (2.8) 
is the current tableau matrix. The objective function can be treated in a 
similar way by writing 
cTx = c’( x^ +AiTrB) = f+ cITrB, (2.9) 
say, where c^ = A; ’ c is the vector of reduced costs and f^ is the current 
function value. References to elements of vectors r,, r,, E, etc. are made 
indirectly in terms of the indices in B or N to which the element corre- 
sponds. For the matrix A, row indices correspond to elements of B and 
column indices to elements of N. Furthermore we reserve 
p, i to refer to row indices (elements of B), and 
9, j to refer to column indices (elements of N). 
Also_ a^ j refers to column j of A, a^, to row p of A, and a^, j to element p, j 
of A. 
To describe the basic method, assume that the current vertex x^ is feasible 
(?N > 0). If c^ < 0, then x^ is optimal and the iteration terminates. Otherwise 
p = argmaxCi (2.10) 
icB 
is determined (the qvtimality test) and the objective function can be 
increased by increasing rP and keeping ri = 0, i E B, i # p. This is equivalent 
to making a line search along the descending edge 
s = AiTep (2.11) 
from the current vertex (eP denotes the column of I which corresponds to the 
position of r,, in rn). The effect on the inactive constraint residuals is 
where cx = rP is the step length. The best feasible point along the edge is 
determined by solving ,. 
(Y= min ( i _-& jEN: Bpj<O Bpj (2.13) 
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Let this ratio test be solved by the index 9 (if no such index exists, then 
(Y t cc and the problem is unbounded). Then rq 4 0 in the line search and 
constraint 9 bAmomes active. Finally p and 9 are interchanged between B 
and N, and A is updated, which completes the iteration. This process is 
repeated until optima& or unboundedness is recognized. It is convenient to 
regard +z as row 0 in the tableau and c^ as column 0, that is, zoj = 5, j E N, 
and a^,, = 2i, i E B. 
A simple initial choice for starting up the iteration is to take the 
constraints x > 0 as being active, in which case A, = I and the initial vertex 
is the origin. However, this point may not be feasible, so it is important to 
consider how to find a feasible vertex. In terms of the local variables r,, the 
constraints can be expressed as 
TN = & + dTr, 2 0, 
(2.14) 
The usual approach of minimizing the sum of infeasibilities in Phase 1 of the 
simplex method is not used here (but see Section 3). Instead, feasibility is 
restored to individual violated constraints in turn, and this fits in closely with 
the technique for resolving degeneracy described below. In this approach, if 
the current vertex is infeasible, then the most violated constraint 
?,= min5 <O 
jcN 
(2.15) 
is determined, and rs is used as the cost function in the LP 
maximize 
‘s > 0 
rq = $ + &zrs 
(2.16) 
subject to rj’~+a^~,>o, j E N, $ > 0. 
This LP maintains feasibility in any residuals that are currently feasible at x”, 
whilst attempting to drive rq t 0 by maximizing r4. The optimality test by 
analogy with (2.10) is 
p’ = argmax a^. 19 
ieB 
(2.17) 
(p’ is used in place of p for compatibility with what follows below). If x^ is 
optimal (cijq < 0 for all i E B) whilst tq < 0, then no feasible point exists and 
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the entire algorithm terminates. In the ratio test the quantity 
cy= min aj 
jGN:i,>O 
(2.18) 
B,.j < 0 
is first calculated, where (Y j = - $/Bp,j = - 6, j/&p,j is an individual ratio, 
and the step length is defined by 
a=rnin((Y,~~~). (2.19) 
If O<(Y<Q then this indicates that the resulting step zeros TV, where 
9’ # 9 is an index ,that attains the _min in (2.18). In this case p’ t) 9’ are 
interchanged and A, ?, f, t, and f are updated. Subsequent iterations will 
then continue to try to drive rs t 0. If 6 > (Y, then the resulting step (Y = (Ye 
zeros r4: this situation is henceforth referred ty as BVZ (blocking variable 
zeroed). In this case p’ +, 9 are interchanged, A, r^, 4, E, and {are updated, 
and the algorithm returns to (2.15) to search for the most violated constraint 
that remains. If none exists, then x^ is a feasible vertex and Phase 1 is 
completed. Otherwise the algorithm attempts to remove this infeasibility in 
the same way. Assuming that a degeneracy block (an iteration with LX = 0) 
does not occur, then each iteration either increases #q whilst not increasing 
the total number of infeasible variables or decreases the total number of 
infeasible variables. Since the total number of vertices is finite, the process 
must terminate. 
An alternative possibility in the BVZ situation is to search beyond the 
value of (Y given by (2.19) to see if more infeasible residuals can be zeroed (an 
extended line search; see for example Wolfe, 1965). Thus in the case that 
(Ye < Cy, the step length is defined by 





If 9O is the index that attains the max, then p’ - 9’ are interchanged, and 
the algorithm then proceeds as above for the BVZ case. The extended line 
search option may enable more infeasibilities to be removed on a single 
iteration and hence may reduce the total number of iterations required. 
A degeneracy block in (2.16) is said to arise if 5 = Boj = 0 and aprj < 0 
for some j E N, so that a zero step would then occur in the line search (2.18). 
In this case the method makes progresss by solving a certain dual problem. 
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Consider first the localized primal problem 
(2.21) 
obtained by ignoring all inactive constraints in (2.16). Here the convention is 
used that * represents any value, i.e., no condition is imposed. Also Z, is the 
set of active residuals 
z,= {jljEN, ;j=o}. (2.22) 
Introducing multipliers A,, A, for the constraints in (2.21), taking the Wolfe 
dual, and eliminating A, gives a dual system of inequalities 
(2.23) 
This is very closely related to the primal system (2.14), the main difference 
being that A is no longer transposed (thus switching the status of B and N). 
Also there are changes in sign, and some of the variables are fixed at zero. 
Note that the current vector of reduced costs L4 in the primal is ( - ) the 
current vector of residuals in the dual. Because the primal is not optimal, it 
follows that a^ P,4 > 0, where p’ is defined in (2.17), so A, = 0 is an infeasible 
vertex of this system. Feasibility is restored by exactly the same method as 
described above for the primal, by solving the duul LP 
subject to - a^,, - dih, 
3 0, -ci,,>o 
I 
i E B, (2.24) 
=* otherwise ’ 
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The method now carries out iterations in this dual LP aimed at increasing 
- a^,,,. Since the condition X j = 0, j E N - Z,, is imposed, these iterations 
only involve interchanges between indices in B and those in Z,. [It is 
assumed that the same basis changes are made in the primal, so that the 
primal and dual problems continue to share the same tableau and remain 
related in the manner described above. This result is proved in more detail in 
the paragraph containing equations (2.38) to (2.41).] Moreover, since B U Z, 
is the current set of active constraints in the primal, these dual iterations do 
not affect the residual values fj in the primal (2.16), although they do change 
the vector of reduced costs a^,. In the dual LP the optima& test is 
9’= argmax - Bpfj. 
jszl 
(2.25) 
If - c?,,~ < 0 for all j E Z, then the current solution of (2.24) is optimal. In 
this case the ratios aj = - $/S,,j in the primal ratio test no longer block the 
line search at LY = 0, so the method can return to make further progress in the 
primal LP (2.16). Otherwise a dual iteration is carried out and h,, is 
increased from zero. The ratio test in this iteration of the dual problem 
involves first calculating the quantity 
a= min 
i E B: - d,, > 0 
(yi’ (2.26) 
Bi,, 10 
where (Y~ = - a^iq/a^i,,. Then the step length is defined by 
cw=min(E,cw,,). (2.27) 
If 0 < a < (Yp’, then this indicates that the resulting step zeros a^,,,,, where 
p” z p’ is an index that attains the min in (2.26). In this case p” t) 9’ are 
interchanged between B and N, and A is updated. Subsequent iterations in 
the dual LP continue to try to increase - a^,,,. A different outcome of (2.27) 
occurs when z > (Ye, in which case the resulting step zeros the blocking 
variable a^ p,9 (the BVZ situation). Then p’ e 9’ are interchanged between 
I3 and N, and d is updated. This outcome implies that the most infeasible 
residual in the dual has been removed and it is therefore necessary to search 
for other infeasible residuals in the dual. However, dual residuals are equiv- 
alently primal costs, so this search is conveniently implemented by quitting 
the dual problem and returning to the primal optimality test. An alternative 
possibility to (2.27) is to use an extended line search analogous to (2.20). 
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The final possibility whilst solving the dual LP is that a degeneracy block 
(a = 0) is detected in the dual. This can be treated in the same way by 
setting up a localized dual problem and then applying a further Wolfe dual 
transformation. This gives rise to a dual dual LP which is solved in an 
analogous way. It can therefore be seen that a recursive method is set up, 
with a stack of problems at different levels: level 1 = primal LP, level 
2 = dual LP, level 3 = dual dual LP, and so on. All these problems use the 
same tableau, optimality test, and ratio test, which enables the method to be 
programmed with very little more code than is required for the primal alone. 
If a degeneracy block is detected at level L, then this problem is stacked and 
the method proceeds to a level L + 1 problem. If optimality or a BVZ 
situation is detected at level L, then the method returns to the pending level 
L - 1 problem. 
In fact it is possible to write down a general expression for the LP 
problem that is solved at any level. Define Z_ i = N, Z, = B, and p = 0 when 
the level is L = 1 (corresponding to $ = a^aj). Letting L be any odd positive 
integer, then the primal LP at level L can be expressed as 
maximize 6,, + dzt, 
tB 
L1 




= * ~EN-Z~UP~, (2.28) 
>O 
ti 
i E Z,_,, 
=0 iEB-ZL_l, 
where 
Z, = {jlj E Z,r_,, &pj = O} (2.29) 
and 
PL= {j[jEZL-29 6pjro} (2.30) 
are the zero and positive residuals at level L - 2. The current values of the 
tj, j E Z,_,, are B,j and are referred to as the Ievel L variables, and t, = 0 
is the current vertex in this LP. The optima& test at this level determines an 
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index 
p’= argmaxa^. V’ 
iEZL-, 
(2.31) 
The ratio test for iterations at this level is the same as (2.19), with & being 
calculated from 
a= min 
j E Z,_,: hpj > Cl 
ai. (2.32) 
_ ti,zj z 0 
An extended line search (2.20) can also be used in a similar way. If t, = 0 is a 
degenerate vertex of (2.28), then the consequent dual LP at level L + 1, 
which is determined by localizing (2.28) and taking the dual, can be written 
as 
maximize - a^,., - a^,,u, 
UN 






Z L+l= {iii EZL-19 -(iiq=o} (2.34) 
P L+l= {iliEZ,_,, -a^iq>o}’ (2.35) 
The current values of the ui, i E Z, _ i, are - a^,, and are referred to as the 
level L + 1 variables, and uN = 0 is the current vertex in this LP. The 
optimahty test at this level determines an index 
9’= argmax - dpTj. 
j E z~ 
(2.36) 
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Again an extended line search like (2.20) can be used. If us = 0 is a 
degenerate vertex of (2.33), then the problem which results from localizing 
(2.33) and taking a further dual turns out to be (2.28) with L + L +2, 
p + p', and 9 + 9’. This provides an inductive proof of the correctness of 
(2.28) and (2.33). 
It is important to show that the relationships which define the nested set 
of problems remain valid after any basis change which follows an iteration at 
the highest level (L say). First it is shown that such a basis change does not 
affect the current values of variables at any lower level. Let L > 1 be odd, 
and let a basis interchange p’ f) 9’ be made after as above, so that p’ E Z,_ i 
c B and 9’ E PL c Z,_, c N. Let 6, j be the value of some level K variable 
at a lower level K < L. After the basis change the new values of elements in 
the tableau are 
“&= d,, - a^i,‘8,,j/a^,,,,, i Z p’, j # 9’, (2.38) 
a&‘= - diq,/a^,,,,, i # p’, (2.39) 
qrj= 6,~j/a^,~,?, j f 9’9 (2.40) 
*+ aq’$= l/a^,!,, (a^,!,, z 0). (2.41) 
If K is odd, then 9’ E Z,_, c * * . c Z,, which implies that zi,, = 0, since 
Z, must be the set { jlj E Z,_,, Liij = O}. It follows from (2.41) that i # p’. 
If j = Q’, then (2.39) shows that &Q,= a^,,, = 0 so no change in value of either 
variable occurs. If j f 9’, then it follows from (2.38) that 2; = zij and again 
no change in value occurs. Alternatively, if K is even, then p’ E Z, _ i c . . . 
cz,, which implies that dPfj = 0. This time it follows from (2.41) that 
j # 9’, and hence similarly from (2.40) and (2.38) that no change in value 
occurs. Thus the values of all variables, and hence all index sets Z, and PK, 
are unchanged for all K < L. Since all the problems are derived from the 
same tableau matrix, it follows that the relationships which define the nested 
set of problems remain valid after the basis change. A similar argument holds 
for a basis interchange p’ - 9 following a BVZ situation, because 9 E Z,_ a 
is still valid. Similar results can also be given if L is even. 
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Some theoretical results can be given for the above algorithm when it is 
implemented in exact arithmetic. Because p’ is in Z,_ i but not in Z,, i, and 
similarly q’ is in Z, but not in ZL+B, there is a bound on the maximum level 
that can occur, and this is attained when IZL+21 = IZ,( - 1 for all L. In Phase 
1, lZ_,l= m and \Z,l= n, so when m >, n + 1 the maximum level is 2n, and 
when m < n the maximum level is 2m - 1. Thus a bound on the maximum 
level 
L max < min(2m - 1,2n) (2.42) 
can be given. In Phase 2 the cost function in the original LP must be taken 
into account, so that IZ _ iI = m + 1, and m + 1 replaces m in these bounds. 
An example in which the maximum level is attained for problems of any size 
is to solve the system ATx >, b, x > 0, starting with the bounds x > 0 being 
active, for the staircase problem typified by 
-1 0 
1 -1 
0 0 1 
(2.43) 
It turns out that L,, is the number of nonzero elements in A, and the 
problem is in fact infeasible. 
The existence of this bound can be used to prove that the algorithm will 
always terminate, as follows. If L,, = 1, then no degeneracy block has 
occurred and the algorithm terminates as indicated earlier in this section. If 
L max > 1, then there is no degeneracy block at level L,,,, so similarly the 
method must terminate at this level with either optimality or a BVZ situation. 
An inductive argument can now be used to prove termination at any level. 
Assume this is true for level L + 1~ 1, and consider level L. If degeneracy 
occurs, then level L + 1 is entered. By induction level L + 1 terminates with 
either optimality or BVZ. In the latter case the number of infeasible costs at 
level L is reduced: if this situation occurs repeatedly, then the level L 
problem becomes optimal and terminates. Otherwise, if optimality occurs at 
level L + 1, then the level L line search is no longer blocked and the level L 
cost function can be increased. Since there are a finite number of vertices, 
the algorithm must ultimately terminate at level L. 
The algorithm lends itself readily to computer implementation. Only 
(partial) rows or columns of the tableau are needed, so it is not necessary to 
store the complete tableau. Rather, any invertible representation of A, is 
used (e.g. the Bartels-GolubReid or Forrest-Tomhn LU product forms or the 
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Gill-Murray-Saunders LQ product form or the Fletcher-Matthews explicit 
LU form). In fact it is convenient to modularize the algorithm and separate 
off the matrix handling routines, leaving the method described here as a 
“core routine.” In the core routine the odd and even levels [i.e. (2.28) or 
(2331 can be handled in the same loop, sharing the same code for the 
optimality and ratio tests. Moreover, the test for the most infeasible residual 
in Phase 1 can be regarded as an optimality test at level 0 and can also share 
code. To do this, a degeneracy block is always regarded as occurring at level 
0. The storage requirements for the core routine are three vectors of length 
[0: m + n], namely 
R: stores residuals at any level; 
Ls: stores the ‘level status’ of each residual; 
W: stores the denominators for the ratio test. 
Also one integer vector of length [ 1: L,,] is required, that is, 
LF: stores the cost function indices at any level. 
This storage scheme takes advantage of the fact that degenerate residuals at 
level L have zero value and so can be overwritten by residuals at level L + 2 
(costs at level L + 1). Hence R stores residual values at all levels, and the 
indices in LS indicate the corresponding levels. In the optimality test only 
those elements R(Z) are compared for which LS(Z) = L + 1, where L is the 
current level. In the ratio test the signs of the denominators in w are chosen 
so that only ratios R(J)/w( J) for which R(J) > 0, w(Z) > 0, and LS(_Z) = L 
are compared to find (Y. The subsequent update assigns R(Z) := R(Z) - aw( J) 
for all J such that LS(]) = L. A flow diagram for the core routine is set out in 
Figure 1. The indices P’, Q, I, J, etc. correspond to p’, 4, i, j, etc. in the 
above text only if L is an odd level; otherwise they have the reverse 
significance. Calls to the matrix handling routines are 
INITIAL: sets up the initial basis and representation of A,; 
coLnow( P): gets elements of row P or column P of the tableau matrix 
A ; ‘AN, according to whether P corresponds to a row or a column index, and 
PIVOT: interchanges P’ - Q’ in B and N, and updates the representation 
of A,. 
In COLROW only row or column elements for which LS(J) = L need be set. 
For an extended line search some small changes to Figure 1 need be made. 
The entire FORTRAN i'i' code for the core routine comprises about 120 
working lines, which emphasizes the compactness of the method. 
When implemented in floating point arithmetic, additional precautions 
are required. When updating R at level L, new infeasibilities caused by 





Optimality : max R(I) 
teat : at level L+l 
FIG. 1. Flow diagram for core routine. 
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previous paragraph by r,? = fZ(r. - awj), and let rj > 0, wj > 0. As regards 
the termination proof it is suf icient to reset any rj+ to zero if rj+ < 0. 1 * 
However, it seems preferable to truncate any r: which is close to zero in 
some sense. Simple error analysis shows that rj’ > - (1 + s)(2 + E)ET~, where E 
is the relative precision (or unit roundofi) of the arithmetic. [Golub and Van 
Loan (1983) give a description of unit roundoff and the algebra of floating 
point calculations.] On this basis, r: is truncated to zero (for any j # 0) if 
]rj+] < (l+ s)(2+ .5)lrjl. (2.44) 
This rule guarantees that if ri would be zero if the update were performed 
in exact arithmetic, then it is truncated to zero. If (2.44) causes R(Q), Q # 0, 
to be truncated, then a BVZ situation is flagged. In addition, certain 
information that is extracted from the tableau on different occasions must be 
consistent. For example, R(P’) = w(Q) = a^,,, < 0 must be true, and also, 
when optimality at level L + 1 occurs with R(Z) > 0, then this must imply 
w(Z) = - R(Z) -C 0 for the ratio test at level L. These conditions are ensured 
by transferring the numerical values known to have the correct sign. Division 
by zero in the core routine is not possible, and it is assumed that any 
operations which overflow set the result to MAXREAL with the appropriate 
sign but do not terminate the iteration. Divisions that occur in the ratio test 
are done in such a way that they cannot set the overflow marker. This is to 
prevent an unnecessary indication of overflow being given to the user. In 
Phase 2, level 1, the computation is terminated if CY = MAxnJUL or R(z)= 
MAXREAL, giving an indication of an unbounded LP. 
There is one further important change to the algorithm. Each problem at 
each level has its own cost function, and in exact arithmetic a nonblocked 
iteration always causes the corresponding cost function to increase. In 
floating point arithmetic, further simple error analysis shows that if the 
computed ratio oj [in (2.18), say] is chosen to be (Y, it must increase the 
stored value of R(Q) if 
aj>(YqE(1-E)-3Gxe. (2.45) 
In an early version of the method, any eligible ratios aj that fail this test are 
regarded as being zero, hence setting (Y = 0 and so triggering a degeneracy 
block. Also the corresponding variables R(J) (i.e. zpj for j E 2,) are trun- 
cated to zero. This enables termination to be proved when floating point 
arithmetic is used. However, a more effective truncation rule has since been 
derived. This situation (aj < cw,) may arise either because some rj is small, or 
because wq is small (since 0~~ = rq/wq, and assuming that there are no 
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unduly large elements in the tableau). Thus the additional possibility arises of 
truncating We to zero. An effective strategy has been to minimize the 
maximum truncation that occurs. Thus if oj < o, occurs, then the test 
IW,l>, max rj 
j:O < a,< 01~ 
(2.46) 
is made. If (2.46) is true, then a degeneracy block is triggered as above and 
the variables R(J) are truncated. However, if (2.46) is not true, then w(Q) 
(=R(P’)=s p,9) is truncated to zero and the method repeats the optima&y 
test at the current level. (The index P’ is the previous outcome of this 
optimality test [see (2.31)]: truncating R( P’) to zero removes P’ from being a 
candidate for this test, so a different outcome will result.) This modification 
avoids relatively large truncations being made to the rj when We is small. 
Moreover, in the absence of the modification, a BVZ situation often occurs 
subsequently, in which case w(Q) is the resulting pivot and a nearly singular 
basis matrix results. Both these factors have contributed to an improvement 
in the overall accuracy attained by the method. 
A main result of the paper can now be proved: that the algorithm is 
guaranteed to terminate in floating point arithmetic with an indicated 
solution. An extension of the above inductive proof is used. The modification 
of the previous paragraph ensures that an iteration at level L either recog- 
nizes optimality or increases the cost function R(Q) [possibly zeroing R(Q)] 
or indicates a degeneracy block or truncates R(P') to zero and repeats the 
iteration. The last outcome can only occur successively a finite number of 
times (ultimately optimality at level L is indicated), so it cannot impede 
progress. The proof is as follows. The bound (2.42) on the maximum level 
L max is still valid. At level L,,, no degeneracy block occurs, so either 
optimality is recognized, or each iteration strictly increases the cost function 
R(Q) at this level. Since the set of all floating point numbers is finite, it 
follows that R(Q) t 0 (or t MAXREAL in the Level 1, Phase 2 case when Q = 0). 
Both these possibilities imply termination (BVZ or unbounded LP), and so 
the iteration sequence must terminate at level L,,. Next it is assumed that 
termination always occurs at level L + 1, and level L is considered. Using the 
same argument as for level L,,, the only way that the algorithm can fail to 
terminate at level L is if level L + 1 is repeatedly entered and left without 
making progresss at level L (i.e. without increasing R(Q) or detecting 
optimality at level L). Assume in the rest of this paragraph that this happens. 
By induction the level L + 1 iteration terminates with either optimality or 
BVZ. If BVZ occurs, then the number of infeasible costs at level L is 
reduced. If this occurs repeatedly, then no infeasible costs remain and the 
level L problem terminates with optimality. Hence consider the case that 
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each iteration at level L + 1 terminates with optimal@. This implies for level 
L that w(J) Q 0 for all J E Z,, where Z, is the set of all zero valued 
variables at level L [see (2.29)], and so the ratio test is not blocked for these 
indices. Now each transfer from level L to level L + 1 causes at least one 
extra index to be added to Z, (the index Q’ that becomes active in the ratio 
test), whilst indices cannot be removed from Z,. Ultimately therefore, no 
indices remain that can block the ratio test on returning from level L + 1. 
Consequently R(Q) must increase, which contradicts the hypothesis that no 
progresss is made. Thus ultimately the iteration sequence terminates at level 
L and the inductive hypothesis is established. 
This proof differs in a number of ways from the more traditional simplex 
method termination proof. The proof depends on the finiteness of the set of 
floating point numbers and not on the finiteness of the set of bases. Of course 
the stored values of any objective function may not agree with the values 
given in exact arithmetic, due to the accumulation of roundoff and truncation 
errors, and it is only the stored values that are guaranteed to increase. (In 
fact, it is possible to input meaningless random numbers at every call of 
COLROW, and the termination proof remains valid.) Thus attention to numeri- 
cal stability in the matix handling routines remains important, and it may be 
advisable to reenter the code and recalculate the solution using iterative 
refinement. Also, there is no guarantee that the algorithm visits each basis at 
most once. The resulting guarantee of termination may not appear to be 
particularly attractive, since a worst-case scenario (visiting all floating point 
numbers) would be catastrophic. However, it is hard to imagine how this 
could arise, and in practice the guarantee that the algorithm cannot cycle to a 
previous state in the presence of roundoff error is an important consideration. 
To my knowledge no other LP code provides such a guarantee. 
3. I, LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
Practical experience suggests that to resolve infeasibilities in linear sys- 
tems by minimizing the maximum constraint violation (as in Section 2) is less 
efficient than by minimizing an 1, sum of violations (e.g. Wolfe, 1965). 
Furthermore, an arguably more efficient alternative to the usual Phase 
l-Phase 2 approach to LP is to solve a single problem in which suitably 
weighted 1, terms are added into the cost function. This is referred to as the 
Z,LP problem. The Z,LP problem is also a stepping stone to the Z,QP 
problem referred to in Section 4, which has applications to nonlinear pro- 
gramming. The use of 1, penalties dates back to the early days of linear 
programming [Fletcher (1981) gives a review], and indeed it is possible to 
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reformulate the 2,LP problem as an LP problem. Currently, however, primal 
active set methods which take account of the structure of the 2,LP problem 
are preferred [e.g. Conn (1976), Bartels et al. (1978), Bartels (1980) and 
Fourer (1985)]. A feature of these methods is that they include a piecewise 
linear line search to optimize the 1, function at each iteration. This idea dates 
back to Barrodale and Roberts (1973), who describe a simplex-like method for 
linear 1, approximation in which a search through a number of LP vertices is 
allowed. In this section a primal-dual method for solving 2,LP problems is 
developed, using a recursive technique for handling degeneracy based on that 
described in Section 2. This aims to give the advantages of the above 
methods for Z,LP, whilst retaining the guaranteed termination properties for 
exact and inexact arithmetic. Other work on degeneracy in Z,LP (e.g. 
Busovaca, 1984) does not appear to provide the same guarantees when the 
arithmetic is inexact. 




where A E WnXm, p<Ogo, l<u, and r+ and r_ denote vectors with 
elements max( ri, 0) and min( ri, 0) respectively. This formulation allows differ- 
ent weights for each constraint residual in the I, sum and a mixture of types 
of inequality. For example, for a unit weight one would set 
Pj = OY uj = 1 for a constraint ayx > bj, 
pi= -1, uj=o for a constraint a> < bj, 
pi= -1, uj=1 for a constraint a$ = bj. 
An interesting result which is used in what follows is that (3.1) has a 
symmetric dual 
maximize bTX-P(Ah-c)_ -tZ(AX-c), 
subject to p<X<lJ. 
(3.2) 
First order necessary conditions for the primal are that if x solves (3.1) then 
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there exist multipliers ?r E Iw “, h E R m such that 
AA+lr=c, 
l<X<U (primal feasibility) 
p<X<a (dual feasibility) 
q>o - xi=zi 
7r<o - xi=ui I (primal complementarity), (3.3) 
a>-bj>O * Xj=pj 
a?-bj<O * Aj=aj 
(dual complementarity) . 
Both (3.2) and (3.3) are readily established by adding extra variables to 
convert (3.1) into an LP problem. 
In developing a method for solving (3.1), 2, A, and 7i denote current 
values of the unknowns in (3.3). If a primal feasible point x^ is known, then it 
is possible to satisfy most of (3.3) as follows. First AT? - b is calculated, and 
then fii = pi or ui is set in accordance with the dual complementarity 
conditions. Clearly the vector fi is dual feasible. Finally li = c - Ai may be 
calculated, thus satisfying the first condition in (3.3) but 7i does not 
necessarily satisfy the primal complementarity conditions. However, it can be 
shown that if T?, for some p is not complementary, then xp can be changed 
so as to reduce the objective function. The primal active set methods for Z,LP 
as described above may be initialized in this way, but dual infeasibilities are 
allowed to arise on subsequent iterations. This occurs because a basis change 
causes the current dual variables for the active constraints to be recalculated. 
An alternative possibility at this stage is to recalculate the dual variables by 
entering a dual problem defined in a similar way to that in Section 2. 
Iterations in the dual problem can then maintain feasibility of the current 
vector of dual variables &, and also maintain primal complementarity in any 
elements of li that currently satisfy this condition. Dual iterations are 
continued until either 7;, is complementary (BVZ) or dual optimality is 
attained, which implies that further progresss can be made in the primal by 
relaxing xp. Sometimes dual optimality may be obtained merely by switching 
the dual variable of the newly active constraint to its opposite bound. This 
corresponds to the situation in a piecewise linear line search in which the 
search passes through a derivative discontinuity. Thus to some extent the 
effect of a piecewise linear line search can be obtained without having to 
code it explicitly. Since the idea for handling degeneracy involves using 
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duality to derive a recursive method, this primaldual approach to the Z,LP 
problem becomes very natural and fits in conveniently with the recursive 
scheme. The method can also be initialized as described above, so that 
current values 4, fi, and ?i are available which satisfy 
c=Afi+$ (3.4) 
and also primal and dual feasibility and dual complementarity. 
One main idea of Section 2 is the identification of a localized problem and 
the derivation of its dual. For the Z,LP problem this can be done as follows. 
There is a neighborhood of x^ in which (3.1) is equivalent to the problem 
minimize f^+crd- 1 [pj(ard)++oj(a~d)_] - C fijard 
j: a;; = bi j: a;< + bi 
(3.5) 
subject to di > 0 if r^i = li, 
di 60 if Xli=Ui, 
where d = x - 2 and where f*= cTx - 2fi j(aTi? - b.) is the current value of 
the objective function. (It is assumed that Zi < uir ai though this restriction is 
relaxed later in the section.) 
It is convenient here to prove a result which is needed later. Writing 
u;d = (a;d)+ +(a;d)_ in the last term of the objective function, then from 
(3.2) the dual of (3.5) is 
maximize - ur(AX - c) _ - wT(Ah -c)+ 
subject to pj<Aj<uj if +=b. I’ 




=oO if fi = Zi, 
ui = - 00 ) wi =cO if Zi<x^i<ui, 
=-_oo = 0 if xii = ui. 
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This is equivalent to the system 
i 
20 if xli=li, 
=i 
=o if li<fi<Ui, 
go if xli=ui, 
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(3.6) 
PjGxjGuj if aT2=bj, 
Xj=ij if aTi?+bj, 
where T = c - AX. 
To develop the detailed form of this type .of method, the problem is 
expressed in tableau form as in Section 2 by introducing a vector of residuals 
x-2 
* = & _ b ’ [ 1 (3.7) 
where x^ is the current point. The first partition in (3.7) provides a way of 
handling the primal bounds I < x Q U, in that if i indexes an active bound, 
then 3cIi is either Zi or ui, and ri in (3.7) is the residual of this bound. It is also 
convenient to regard (x, h) as a vector of n + m variables, with (I, p) and 
(u, a) as extended vectors of lower and upper bounds respectively. Thus we 
refer to x,+i =hi, Z,+i=pi,andu,+i=uifori=1,2,...,m.Asbefore,itis 
convenient to hold a basis B of active constraints whose residuals are 
currently zero (the word “constraint” is loosely used to describe either a 
bound or an 1, term in the objective function). If we redefine 
PB 
P= p 
[ 1 , AT,=P, ’ N [ 1 AT ’ b,=P, ; [ 1 
with analogous expressions for AL and b,, then the elimination of x in 
Equations (2.3) through (2.8) is still valid. Another property that this parti- 
tioning is required to satisfy is 
7ij = 0, j E N, j Q n, (3.8) 
which is the primal complementarity condition in (3.3) for an inactive bound. 
This condition is vacuous if the initialization given earlier in the section is 
used with B= {1,2,..., n }, and is justified inductively at a later stage. The 
partitioning can now be used to make a local transformation of the objective 
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function in (3.5) as 
.f+ cITrB- C [zi(ri)++ ui(ri) -1 
icB 
i>n 
(recall Zi = pi_, etc.), where 




c^= A,‘(c - Al) = A,%, (3.10) 
which can be regarded as the vector of reduced costs for the current piece of 
the objective function. It also follows that 
c^=A,‘[Z A] [o”] = [Z a1[g][;] =&[:I 
on account of (3.8). Hence 
(3.11) 
(referring indirectly to the elements of f!). The fact that f$ = 0 for i > n is an 
inherent consequence of the ability to maintain dual feasibility. 
At level 1, therefore, the method attempts to reduce the transformed 
objective function (3.9) by changing the local variables rB from their current 
value & = 0. Because Ei = 0 for i > n, i E B, there is no advantage to be 
gained by changing ri, i > n, i E B. Also, since dual complementarity holds, 
there is locally no contribution from the inactive constraints for j > n, j E N 
(assuming 5 # 0). Thus an iteration at level 1 aims to reduce the objective 
function by changing some residual rP, p E B, p < n, where the index p is 
chosen to solve the optimality test 




where the signs si are defined by 
i 
1 if zi=_fi<ui, 
si = 
- 1 if zi <& = ui 
(3.13) 
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for i = 1,2,..., n + m. If the minimum value in (3.12) is nonnegative, then 
primal complementarity conditions are satisfied, the current point is optimal, 
and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise the residual rP is changed in a line 
search rP = spa for (Y >, 0. [This situation also arises when the method returns 
to level 1 with optima&y at level 2. In this case Z, < xIP < up holds, and 
sP = - sign(CP) is defined: essentially the same value as before.] The change 
to the inactive constraints can then be expressed as 
rj=i+xw. where n I’ wi = - spapi. (3.14) 
The line search is terminated either by a primal bound becoming active or by 
a dual complementarity condition becoming active, giving a ratio test for the 
step length as 
(Y= min 
xii - uj 
min ~, min 
jsN j<n W. 
(3.15) 
orj=p wj -c 0 
I 
‘I/Wj”O 
This ratio test is seen to separate into two ratios which correspond to the 
two-sided primal bounds 1~ x < u and a ratio which corresponds to the 
one-sided dual complementarity condition. Let j = q index the condition 
which becomes active. In all cases the residuals are updated, giving new 
values of x^ and +, but keeping the same B and N. If q = p, an opposite 
bound has become active, control stays at level 1, and the optimality test is 
repeated (of course sP changes sign, so a different outcome arises). 
In all other cases the method proceeds to level 2 to make changes to the 
multipliers. This is the means by which the algorithm moves on to a different 
piece of the I, objective function. To derive the level 2 problem, the idea 
introduced in Section 2 of taking the dual of a localized problem is followed, 
and this dual is deduced from (3.6). Denote differences ai = ni - i;i, i d n, 
and 6. = X j - fi j, j > n, using the vectors n, A in (3.6) which satisfy 
lr+Ai= c. From (3.4) it follows that [I A] S = 0 and hence that 
where 6, = PB6 and 6, = P& This can be used together with (3.8) and 
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(3.11) to eliminate 6, from (3.6), giving the system 
Si( ci - a^,S,) >, 0, i<fl 
li<x^i-Cii&<~ir i>n 
i E B, i#p 
(3.16) 
SjSj = 0 j<n 
I 
lj<x^j+6j<uj j> n ’ j E Z,, 
aj=o, jEN-Z1. 
In this system Z, denotes the set of zero nonbasic residuals in the primal, 
that is, 
Z,= {j[j~N, fj=ljoruj if j=Sfl, 
q=o if j>n} (3.17) 
(remember that these expressions refer to the updated values of r^ and x^ that 
result from the primal line search, and it is assumed that I, < xIp < up). Now 
the current multipliers fi,+ correspond to a current value of s^, = 0. Because 
~$5~ < 0, it follows that this current value is infeasible in (3.16). Hence, as in 
Section 2, the method attempts to restore feasibility in condition p whilst 
retaining other currently feasible conditions in (3.16) by solving the following 
dual LP at level 2: 
maxii sp( ?p - a$,) (3.18) 
subject to Si( 2i - qi,) > 0, i Q n and siEi >, 0 
li(4,-a^JN<ui, i>n 3 
i E B, 
sjsj = 0, j<n 
I 
lj<x^j+6j<uj, j>n ’ j E Z,, 
sj=o, ~EN-Z~. 
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An iteration at level 2 aims to increase the cost function in (3.18) by changing 
some S,, Q E Z,. Hence an index q is determined which solves the optimality 
test 
q = argmins,a^,jsj. 
j’zl 
(3.19) 
If the minimum value is negative, then s,;,, can be increased by increasing 
~~6,. Hence a line search 8, = sqa for (Y >, 0 is made, and the change to the 
constraint residuals for i E B in (3.18) can be expressed as 
where wi=s 8. 4 :q* (3.20) 
The line search step is limited by the first dual feasibility or primal com- 
plementarity condition to become active, and this is computed in a ratio test 
(Y= min 
fi - ui 





wi -z 0 
ifq>n) 
ori=p) 
As with (3.15), there are two ratios which correspond to the twosided dual 
feasibility conditions and one ratio which corresponds to the one-sided primal 
complementarity condition. If a # 0, then s,I$, can be increased and various 
possibilities exist. Let i = p’ denote the index which becomes active in (3.21). 
In all cases the current multipliers i and 7i are updated as indicated by 
(3.20) (the multiplier corresponding to 8, is also updated in the same way). If 
p’ = p attains the min in (3.21), then cP is zeroed (BVZ) and an infeasibility 
in (3.18) is removed. In this case p - q are interchanged between B and N, 
the tableau is updated, and the algorithm returns to the primal optimality test 
(3.12). Moreover, it follows from (3.11) that i;, = 0, and this establishes the 
condition (3.8) inductively. (There is no advantage here in considering an 
extended line search, because a larger step than &,,/w, would make 2P 
nonzero, and hence p would remain a blocking variable, assuming that 
Z, < 4, < up.) Otherwise if p’ = q in (3.21), then a dual variable X9_, has 
moved to its opposite bound. In this case no basis interchange is made, and 
the method repeats the dual optimality test (3.19) (sq has changed sign, so 
the outcome is different). Finally, for other values of p’, p’ - q are inter- 
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changed between B and N, the tableau is updated, and another dual 
iteration is carried out. 
If (Y = 0 in (3.21), then a degeneracy block has occurred in the line search, 
and this is again handled as in Section 2. The dual LP (3.18) is localized to 
give the problem 
maximize - s$,G, 
8, 
subject to - s~I.?~S~ 
> 0, iEZ2, 
=* > iEB-Z2, (3.22) 
j E Z,, 
jEN-Z1, 
where 
Z,= {iliEB, Ei=O if ign, 
fi = Zi or ui if i>n}. (3.23) 
It can be seen that there are no longer any twosided conditions in (3.22), 
much as in the localized level 2 problem that would be obtained from (2.24) 
(with ciij + siQIijsj and Xj + sjSj). Thus higher level duals follow the same 
pattern as in Section 2, with the appropriate changes for searching in the 
direction indicated by the signs si. Also, for levels 3 and above the ratio test 
no longer has a twosided part [cf. (3.15) and (3.21)] and is relatively 
straightforward. 
The algorithm can easily be extended to remove some trivial restrictions 
given above. The case Zi = ui is allowed: such indices are ignored throughout 
and are excluded from any optimality or ratio tests. It is required that i E B if 
i < n or i E N if i > n, and such an index is not included in any set Zi, i z 1. 
Another case that is allowed is when the initial point contains elements xii, 
i E B, i d n for which Zi < gi < ui. Such variables are regarded as being 
pseudobounds, that is, they are temporarily regarded as being bounds, and 
their status is resolved correctly at a later stage. This feature can be 
important; for example, if ui and - Zi are both very large (essentially an 
unrestricted variable), then setting xii to either bound can cause severe 
cancellation errors. Such indices are allowed only for i E B, i d n, and are 
excluded from any ratio test at an even level. They are also not included in 
the set Z,. However, they are included in the level 1 optima&y test: if this 
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selects the index p of a pseduobound, then a subsequent iteration will either 
set x^p to a true bound or relax t,, to zero so that p becomes an inactive 
bound. In this way the status of the variable is resolved. 
It is readily shown that the algorithm always terminates at a solution in 
exact arithmetic, following the same type of argument as in Section 2. The 
fact that the algorithm always goes from level 1 to 2 when 9 # p does not 
affect the argument: the method always returns to level 1, either having 
reduced the number of infeasible reduced costs or with a direction for which 
the line search is not blocked. The presence of pseudobounds also causes no 
difficulty. Once a pseudobound is chosen to be relaxed, it is relaxed either 
until it reaches a bound, whence it is no longer a pseduobound, or until its 
reduced cost becomes zero, in which case it becomes inactive. No new 
pseudobounds are created except temporarily when a constraint is being 
relaxed. Thus there comes a time at which all the original pseudobounds have 
been removed, and then a finite number of vertices exists, as required by the 
proof. 
The method can be implemented with a similar data structure to that 
described in Section 2. An additional vector x of length n + m is needed in 
the core routine to store the variables (2, A) [in addition to data vectors for 
storing (I, p) and (u, a)]. The vector R is now used to store (6, ?) together 
with the values of any variables at levels 3 and above. Thus x stores variables 
that satisfy twosided bounds in which either bound may be nonzero, whereas 
R stores variables that satisfy a one-sided bound [either R(Z) Q 0 or R(Z) > 01. 
The other vectors w and LS retain their previous significance. The optimality 
tests at all levels share the same code with a loop of scope 1: n at level 1 and 
1: n + m otherwise, and compare certain elements in the vector R. To 
implement the ratio tests (3.15) and (3.21) two loops are required: one to 
calculate ratios for the twosided variables in x, and the other for the 
onesided variables in R. At level 3 and above, only the loop for the one-sided 
part is required. Thus despite the apparent extra complexity of the Z,LP 
problem and the presence of twosided bounds, the method can still be coded 
economically. 
Two other aspects of the method should also be mentioned. A property of 
the method is that if the level 2 iteration merely changes a multiplier xIq (i.e. 
A,-,) f rom one bound to its opposite bound, then the level 1 search direction 
in w is unchanged and some effort can be saved by not recomputing it. (This 
is the situation in which the search becomes equivalent to a piecewise linear 
line search.) Also, it is possible to restart the method in parametric mode 
given an arbitrary basis B (warm start), or an arbitrary basis together with 
factors of the matrix A, (hot start). In this case some elements of x have to 
be recalculated to ensure that the active constraint equations and the 
condition c = Q + AX are satisfied. This can be done in a manner akin to 
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iterative refinement. However if the resulting values of x do not satisfy the 
twosided bounds, then some preliminary basis changes are necessary. 
As in Section 2, additional precautions are required when the method is 
implemented in floating point arithmetic. Again the main feature is that if the 
step in the line search at any level is not guaranteed to change the stored 
value of the cost function, then a degeneracy block is regarded as occurring 
and a = 0 is set. Also, new infeasibilities caused by roundoff error are not 
allowed to occur. The tests derived in (2.44), (2.45), and (2.46) continue to be 
important in regard to updating the one-sided variables in R. However, some 
additional considerations arise in regard to updating the twosided variables. 
To explain these it is assumed that wj > 0 [in (3.14) or (3.20)], so that it is the 
lower bound lj that is involved in the ratio test (similar remarks hold in 
respect of uj when wj < 0). Denoting the update by xi = xi - cuwj, it first of 
all may be necessary to truncate xf to ensure that xf > Zj. This has been 
implemented essentially as in (2.44) by resetting xf to lj whenever 
Unless Zj = 0, this condition does not provide the same guarantee that is 
given by (2.44), but it nonetheless serves the purpose of creating an interval 
about lj in which xf is truncated. Another new situation arises when the 
lower bound Zj causes a degeneracy block [that is, ffj < LYE in (2.45) where aj 
denotes the ratio (x j - Zj)/wj, and the condition (2.46) is true]. In this case 
the bound is regarded as being active, so it is necessary to truncate xJ’ to Zj. 
Moreover, if the previous value of xi is uj, then the following remote 
possibility may arise. The method may transfer repeatedly between levels 1 
and 2 (or 2 and 3), returning each time with optimality at the higher level, 
but finding the lower level search blocked by the opposite bound. Thus the 
method may enter a degenerate cycle in which x j is truncated first to Zj, then 
uj, then lj, and so on. The termination proof of Section 2 breaks down 
because it cannot be asserted in the last part that each transfer from level L 
to level L + 1 causes an extra index to be included in the set Z,. Essentially, 
this situation indicates that Zj = uj to working precision, so the difficulty is 
avoided by truncating x j, lj, and uj to an arbitrary common value whenever 
the truncation of x from one bound to the opposite bound would otherwise 
occur. However, & is invalidates the current status of variable j, so the 
method is reentered in a hot start mode to reset the status correctly. This 
situation can occur at most n + m times, after which it can be discounted. 
With this modification, therefore, the same argument as in Section 2 estab- 
lishes termination of the algorithm in floating point arithmetic. 
Finally in this section, some comments are made about the practical use 
of the method which has been described. First of all, it is observed in (3.1) 
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that the bounds on x are explicitly enforced (hard bounds), whereas the 
general constraints on A*x - b occur as weighted 1, terms (soft constraints). 
Of course it is easily possible to have soft bounds by including them with the 
general constraints. It would apparently also be possible to have hard 
constraints by setting the corresponding weights to + cc or - co. However, 
this feature must be used with care, because it can cause severe cancellation 
error if the constraints become violated. Hence it would be necessary to have 
a Phase l-Phase 2 approach in which a feasible point for the hard constraints 
is first determined. In general it is not desirable to do this, and the user is 
urged to use weights that are not many orders of magnitudes above the 
threshold value required to assure a minimizer of the LP problem, if neces- 
sary by a bit of trial and error. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
The methods of both Sections 2 and 3 have been implemented success- 
fully, and a FORTRAN 77 production code for the Z,LP problem has been 
developed. Currently the auxiliary matrix handling routines assume dense 
matrices, and PA, = LU factors of the basis matrix are updated by the 
efficient and numerically stable method of Fletcher and Matthews (1984). A 
sparse matrix code is under development. The dense code has been evaluated 
on a number of computers with different word lengths: the results below 
were obtained on a Sun 3/50 workstation with a standard single length 
precision option for which the relative precision (unit roundoff) is E = 2-24 = 
5.96,, - 8. 
Various mostly well-known test problems are used, chosen to pose poten- 
tial difficulties for a simplex-like method such as degeneracy, cycling, non- 
uniqueness (dual degeneracy), ill-conditioning, and bad scaling. These 
problems and their dimensions are listed in Table 1 below. The first five 
problems are given by Williams (1981), and trav is a traveling salesman 
problem due to Graves (1965). Cycle 1 and 2 are respectively the max and 
min problems given by Kotiah and Steinberg (1977), which have caused 
practical difficulties due to cycling. Beale is another well-known problem 
which can cause cycling, and net is a network problem [see pp. 194 and 356 
respectively of Fletcher (1987)]. Bar 6 is a best 1, linear approximation 
problem derived from Example 6 of Barrodale and Roberts (1973). To 
remove the nonunique solution and give a more uniform standard of compari- 
son, a unit matrix is added into rows 1 to 5 of the coefficient matrix given in 
Example 6, and bounds - 1 Q xi < 1, i = 1,2,. . . ,5, are added to the problem. 
Finally, rand is a redundant and sparse problem derived by using random 
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integers. The underlying LP problem is to minimize cTx subject to ATx 2 b 
and 0 G ri G 1, i = 1,2,. . . ,lO, where the elements of A, b, and c are given 
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-3), 
The optimum value of the objective function is - 29. 
Each of the above problems is solved as an Z,LP problem as in (3.1), and 
in most cases the elements of p and u are either + 10 or 0 as appropriate to 
the type of constraint. However for the cycle problems penalties of + lo5 are 
required, and for the bar 6 and kmc 5 problems, penalties of & 1 are used. 
These values are sufficient to create an exact penalty function and hence give 
the solution of the underlying LP problem (except for tram 2 and bar 6, for 
which this LP problem is infeasible). The new method described in Section 3 
is compared with two unsophisticated codes which do not take any measures 
to deal with degeneracy, cycling, or roundoff propagation. One is a code in 
which extra variables are added to convert the Z,LP problem into an LP 
problem, which is then solved by an LP code (LP in Table 1). The other code 
is a special purpose code for the Z,LP problem which incorporates a piece- 
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TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF CODES FOR Z,LP TEST PROBLEMS 
New 
Problem n m LP” PLLS”-b method 
avgas 8 10 10 10 (4) 11 
mpsx 7 8 7 7 (0) 6 
trans 1 17 10 9 9 (0) 10 
trans 2 17 10 8 8 (0) 10 
kmc 5 5 4 21 5 (6) 4 
trav 15 16 11 11 (0) 9 
cycle 1 20 15 f 31 (6) 25 
cycle 2 20 15 f f 28 
beale 4 2 4 
net 14 7 7” 7c(0) 8 
bar6 5 15 11 4 (6) 5 
rand 10 10 f 10 (6) 8 
a f = failure (see text); c = cycles. 
b ( .) = number of knots. 
wise linear line search (PLLS in Table 4.1). Both these codes use an explicit 
representation of the inverse basis matrix A i ‘. 
Table 1 gives the numbers of basis interchanges required by the three 
methods: this is the major structural feature that the methods have in 
common and provides a convenient standard of comparison. The new method 
is seen to terminate for all the test problems without encountering any 
particular difficulties, and the errors in the solution are no greater than might 
be expected from the degree of ill-conditioning inherent in each problem. 
The numbers of basis interchanges required are similar to those for the other 
methods. [In fact, random small changes (1 or 2) in these results have been 
obtained when working in different precision or experimenting with different 
tie-break rules, so not much significance should be read into such small 
differences.] Mostly the methods only require small amounts of computing 
time to solve the problems, and this would not give an accurate indication of 
relative efficiency for larger problems. Also, the code for the new method 
updates a different type of invertible representation to that used by the other 
codes, so computer times are not directly comparable. In fact, the most time 
is taken by the cycle problems, and for cycle 1 the new method requires 1.4 
set as against 0.9 set for PLLS. One aspect in which the overheads for the 
new method are greater is that repeated reference to the status vector is 
made during loops. However, this only requires O(n) comparisons per 
iteration, whereas updating the representation of Ai i or calculating a row or 
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column of the tableau both require - n2 operations. The new method should 
not be significantly more expensive in these latter respects. Thus for larger 
dense problems I would expect the new method to be a little more expensive 
in computer time, but not substantially so. Against this can be set the much 
greater degree of reliability of the new method. 
It is interesting to discuss the effectiveness of the piecewise linear line 
search used by PLLS. The total numbers of knots that the algorithm passes 
through are also tabulated for each problem in Table 1. Most of the test 
problems in this set have exact solutions, and for these problems there does 
not appear to be a significant gain in basis interchanges for PLLS as against 
LP. [The kmc 5 problem is somewhat unusual in that the underlying LP 
problem would require 2” - 1 (i.e. 31) iterations in exact arithmetic. The 
actual outcome on this problem depends critically on the effect of roundoff 
error, and not too much can be read into the disparity in performance.] It 
might be expected that the piecewise linear line search would be much more 
effective on data fitting problems in which m >z n. This hypothesis is 
supported by the results of PLLS for the bar 6 problem, in which a 
substantial number of knots are skipped, leading to a corresponding reduction 
in the number of basis interchanges. However, it is encouraging that the new 
method also does well on this problem, which provides some evidence for the 
claim that the primal-dual approach gives the effect of a piecewise linear line 
search without having to program it explicitly. 
As expected, the new method avoids difficulties over cycling and degen- 
eracy, whereas both the other methods cycle for the beale problem. The LP 
and PLLS codes also fail ( f in Table 1) in another way, in which catastrophic 
loss of significance occurs due to encountering a numerically singular basis 
matrix. Fletcher (1981, p. 38), from practical experience, points out how this 
can occur due to the interaction of degeneracy and roundoff error. Un- 
doubtedly the use of an explicit inverse representation for A; ’ in the LP and 
PLLS codes compounds the resulting error growth, but the situation repre- 
sents a hazard for any method. The recent feature of the new method (see 
Section 2) in which potential small pivots are truncated helps it to avoid this 
situation. These difficulties are most apparent for the cycle problems, which 
have caused difficulties for many LP production codes (e.g. Telgen, 1980; 
Haverly, 1981). There the solution is often only attained after a number of 
trial runs or by the fortuitous breaking of cycles by reinversion. The new 
method holds out the possibility of being being able to solve difficult LP 
problems in a reliable way without relying on user intervention or chance 
circumstances. 
Some progresss has also been made in applying these ideas to QP, l,QP, 
and linear complementarity problems, and pilot working codes have been 
developed. However there are a wide range of possibilities, and it is not yet 
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clear which approach is best. It is hoped to report on these matters in a 
subsequent paper. 
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